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SUMMARY
Intra-tumor heterogeneity caused by clonal evolution is amajor problem in cancer treatment. To address this
problem, we performed label-free quantitative proteomics on primary acute myeloid leukemia (AML) sam-
ples. We identified 50 leukemia-enriched plasma membrane proteins enabling the prospective isolation of
genetically distinct subclones from individual AMLpatients. Subclones differed in their regulatory phenotype,
drug sensitivity, growth, and engraftment behavior, as determined by RNA sequencing, DNase I hypersensi-
tive site mapping, transcription factor occupancy analysis, in vitro culture, and xenograft transplantation.
Finally, we show that these markers can be used to identify and longitudinally track distinct leukemic clones
in patients in routine diagnostics. Our study describes a strategy for a major improvement in stratifying can-
cer diagnosis and treatment.
INTRODUCTION

The majority of recurrent genetic aberrations causing acute

myeloid leukemia (AML) development has been identified (Miller

et al., 2013; Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2013).

Over 200 different genetic alterations have been detected, often
Significance

The current treatment of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is facin
pacting on drug efficacy and disease relapse. Even though this
variety of cancers, tools that allow prospective isolation of gene
populations for further studies are currently lacking.We identifi
of leukemia-associated phenotypes (LAPs) in a clinically relev
versus relapse samples revealed stable PM expression in gen
within individual patients could also be identified and prospect
neity at the cell biological level.
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with 5–15 different ones co-existing in individual AML patients.

AML is thought to progress via a successive accumulation of

mutations, initially giving rise to a pre-leukemic state, which de-

velops into a leukemia after acquiring additional genetic lesions.

Mutations in epigenetic regulators typically occur early in dis-

ease progression (Corces-Zimmerman et al., 2014; Welch
g multiple challenges due to intra-tumor heterogeneity, im-
heterogeneity within tumors is now acknowledged in a wide
tically distinct subclones within individual patients as viable

ed leukemia-enriched PMproteins enabling the identification
ant diagnostic setting. Longitudinal comparison of de novo
etically similar clones. Moreover, genetically distinct clones
ively isolated, which allowed us to address clonal heteroge-
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Figure 1. Identification and Validation of Leukemia-Enriched PM Proteins

(A) Label-free quantification of differentially expressed proteins in AML CD34+ cells (n = 36) and NPM1 mutated AML blasts (n = 6) compared with PB CD34+

cells (n = 6).

(legend continued on next page)
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et al., 2012). These observations have led to the concept of pre-

leukemic hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) that harbor mutations

that are insufficient to induce leukemia themselves but do

impose an increased risk for leukemic transformation (Corces-

Zimmerman et al., 2014; Jan and Majeti, 2013; McKerrell et al.,

2015; Shlush et al., 2014). Mutations in genes encoding epige-

netic modifiers (e.g., DNMT3A, ASXL1, and TET2) frequently

occur in the healthy elderly, resulting in clonal hematopoiesis

without overt hematological malignant phenotypes, further high-

lighting that these lesions are insufficient to induce disease on

their own (Genovese et al., 2014; Jaiswal et al., 2014; Xie

et al., 2014).

AML is maintained by a small population of quiescent

leukemic stem cells (LSCs) that give rise to rapidly cycling

leukemic progenitors lacking the capability to differentiate into

mature blood cells (Bonnet and Dick, 1997; Eppert et al., 2011;

Taussig et al., 2008, 2010). In addition, leukemic cell populations

often contain multiple co-existing subclones (Anderson et al.,

2011; Hughes et al., 2014; Klco et al., 2014; Valent et al.,

2012). To prevent relapse of disease therefore requires eradi-

cating all subclones together with their respective LSCs. Clonal

compositions within individual patients most likely change over

time or as a consequence of treatment. Most preclinical in vitro

and in vivo drug screens do not address clonal heterogeneity,

which may explain the failure of numerous drug candidates

(Gould et al., 2015).

HSC as well as LSC function critically depends on signals from

the bone marrow (BM) microenvironment (Crane et al., 2017;

Hoggatt et al., 2016; Morrison and Scadden, 2014; Schepers

et al., 2015), which are transmitted by an appropriate set of

plasma membrane (PM) proteins. The relevance of LSC-niche

interactions and the importance of an appropriate human niche

for engraftment of human leukemic cells has also been demon-

strated in a series of humanized niche xenograft mouse models

(Abarrategi et al., 2017; Antonelli et al., 2016; Reinisch et al.,

2016). Insight into the leukemia-specific PM proteome therefore

does not only advance our understanding of the molecular

biology of leukemic stem and progenitor cells in AML subtypes,

but also provides tools for the identification and ultimately the

targeting of AML-specific subclones.

RESULTS

Identification of Leukemia-Enriched PM Proteins
To identify PM proteins enriched in primary AML patient cells we

performed full label-free quantification proteome analysis on

CD34+ cells from 42 AML patient samples, or blasts in the

case of NPM1 mutated samples with CD34 expression <1%

(n = 6), and 6 mobilized healthy peripheral blood (PB) CD34+
(B) Expression of CD34, CD38, CD45RA, CD123, CD151, and IL1RAP in NBM an

(C) Expression of 19 identified leukemia-enriched PM proteins in NBMCD34+ cells

percent positive and mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) relative to the unstained

(D) Expression of leukemia-enriched PM proteins in CD34+CD38+ and CD34+CD3

and MFI relative to unstained control, horizontal lines indicate averages, the

AML patient.

(E) Heatmap showing the fold change of the average PM protein expression in AM

different cell fractions.

See also Figure S1; Tables S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5.
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samples (Figure 1A; Tables S1 and S2). A total of 462 proteins

were upregulated in AML, which were significantly enriched for

the gene ontology (GO) terms ‘‘RNA splicing’’ and ‘‘mitochon-

drial metabolism’’ (data not shown). For further studies, we

selected 25 PM proteins that were upregulated in AML

compared with PB CD34+ cells (PBSCs) (>1.5-fold), 22 PM pro-

teins that were only annotated in a subset of AML patients, and 3

PMproteins that were not detected or only slightly upregulated in

the proteome but showed very significant upregulation on tran-

scription level (Table S3). Of these 50 selected PM proteins, 36

showed a significant upregulation at the mRNA level in AML

CD34+ cells versus normal BM (NBM) CD34+ cells (de Jonge

et al., 2011) (Table S3). For 16 AML samples that had both pro-

teome and transcriptome data (Antonelli et al., 2016; de Jonge

et al., 2011), Pearson correlation coefficients >0.3 were

observed for 3,110/7,414 proteins (42%, data not shown). In

addition, we found a Pearson correlation coefficient >0.3 for

25/39 leukemia-enriched PM proteins of which we had at least

6 paired AML samples (Figure S1A and Table S3).

We validated the expression of 23 PM proteins for which anti-

bodies were available in an independent cohort of AML (n = 23)

and NBM (n = 6) samples (Table S4), and further evaluated the

top 10 candidates in a second independent set of AML (n = 35)

and NBM/PB controls (n = 10) (Table S5). Flow cytometry was

performed together with antibodies against CD34, CD38,

CD45RA, and CD123 in order to detect PM protein expression

within hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSPCs) (Figure 1B)

(Bonnet and Dick, 1997; Goardon et al., 2011; Majeti et al.,

2007). For 19 PM proteins, an upregulation of �2.5-fold on

average in AML CD34+ cells (or blasts in NPM1 mutated cases

with CD34 expression <1%) compared with NBM CD34+ was

observed, although there is clear heterogeneity among individual

patient samples (Figures 1C–1E, S1B, and S1C). In contrast,

overexpression of four PM proteins identified in our proteome

screen could not be confirmed by flow cytometry (Figures S1D

and S1E). NPM1 mutated AMLs often contain <1% CD34+ cells

that, in many cases, are healthy wild-type (WT) HSPCs (Taussig

et al., 2010), indeed these cells were indistinguishable fromNBM

CD34+ cells (Figure S1F), suggesting that these aberrant PMpro-

teins are specifically expressed on the malignant CD34� cells.

Aberrant PM protein expression was not restricted to the

committed leukemic blast progenitor populations, they were

also seen in the immature CD34+CD38– presumed stem cell

compartments (Figures 1D and 1E).

Leukemia-Enriched PM Proteins Refine Routine
Diagnostics and Highlight Clinical Outcome
Currently, most leukemia-associated phenotypes (LAPs) are

defined by aberrant expression of PM proteins on immature
d three individual AML patients.

and AML CD34+ blasts/NPM1mutated AML CD34– blasts. Data are shown as

control, horizontal lines indicate the averages.

8– populations in NBM and AML patients. Data are shown as percent positive

same shape and filling indicate expression in subpopulations of the same

L compared with the average PM protein expression in six NBM samples within
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Figure 2. Clinical Relevance of Identified Leukemia-Enriched PM Proteins in Routine Diagnostics

(A) PM protein expression on AML blasts compared with NBM CD34+ cells (MFI or percent positive).

(B) Pearson’s correlation coefficients of PM protein expression in immature AML blasts (MFI or percent positive).

(C) Correlations of PM protein expression (MFI) of AML blasts with mutations in FLT3, NPM1, EVI1, and CEBPA compared with WT counterparts, complex

karyotype compared with normal karyotype, intermediate, or adverse risk compared with favorable risk, leukopenia (WBC <4 3 109/L) or leukocytosis

(WBC >10 3 109/L) compared with normal WBC (4–10 3 109/L).

(D) Kaplan-Meier plots (TCGA) of leukemia-enriched PM proteins that predict lower overall survival.

(E) Kaplan-Meier plots (TCGA) of leukemia-enriched PM proteins that predict higher overall survival.

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, Student’s t test. See also Figures S2 and S3; Table S6.
AML blasts that, among others, include CD7, CD19, CD22, and

CD56 (Feller et al., 2013). Here, we included 7 leukemia-enriched

PM proteins (CD25, CD82, CD97, CD123, FLT3, IL1RAP, and

TIM3) in the UMCG routine diagnostics workflow for the diag-

nosis of AML along with the standard flow cytometry antibody

panel outlined by the EuroFlow protocol (Kalina et al., 2012).

We considered a patient positive for a LAPmarker if the percent-

age or mean fluorescence intensity of the PM proteins in the

immature AML blast population exceeded that in NBM CD34+

cells analyzed in the same pipeline. In total, 67 out of 139 patients

scored positive for LAP markers CD7, CD56, CD22, or CD19,

while we could determine a LAP in the vast majority of patients

(131/139, 94%) using the 7 leukemia-enriched PM proteins (Fig-

ures 2A and S2A–S2D and Table S6). We performed a hierarchi-

cal clustering of Pearson’s correlation coefficients based on PM

protein expression to examine whether certain PM proteins were

preferentially co-expressed in individual AML patients (Fig-

ure 2B). CD97, IL1RAP, and CD123 clustered together suggest-
ing significant co-expression, whereas CD56 and CD25 were

expressed in a mutually exclusive manner.

Next, we analyzed correlations between PM protein expres-

sion and various clinical parameters including mutation status,

karyotype, risk group, and white blood cell (WBC) counts (Fig-

ure 2C). The presence of a FLT3-ITD with a variant allelic fre-

quency (VAF) > 0.3 correlated with CD25, CD97, CD123, and

IL1RAP expression, either in the absence or presence of NPM1

mutations, while CD97 and FLT3 expression was upregulated

in patients with only the NPM1mutation (Figure S3A). Increased

CD97 and CD123 expression was associated with leukocytosis

(WBC >10 3 109/L), whereas expression of IL1RAP and TIM3

was significantly lower in patients with leukopenia (WBC <4 3

109/L) (Figure S3B). Furthermore, CD97 showed a negative cor-

relation with increased risk (data not shown) and CD97, FLT3,

and CD123 expression was significantly reduced in AMLs with

an EVI1 overexpression (Figure S3C). No correlations were found

with CEBPA mutations (data not shown), and CD97 and CD123
Cancer Cell 34, 674–689, October 8, 2018 677
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Figure 3. Prospective Isolation of Geneti-

cally Distinct AML Subclones Based on PM

Proteome

(A) Schematic representation of merging infinite PM

proteins measured in separate tubes using an

identical backbone in each tube.

(B) PCA on CD34+ cells of patient no. 1 (left) and

sorting strategy (right) based on the top candidate of

PC1, listed in the middle.

(C) Targeted Sanger sequencing of mutations in

sorted subpopulations of patient no. 1.

(D) Schematic pedigree of clonal evolution in

patient no. 1.

(E) PCA on CD34+ cells of patient no. 2 (left) and

sorting strategy (right) based on the top candidate of

PC1, listed in the middle.

(F) Targeted Sanger sequencing of mutations in

sorted subpopulations of patient no. 2.

(G) Schematic pedigree of clonal evolution in patient

no. 2.

Dup., duplication; ins., insertion; ITD, internal tan-

dem duplication. See also Figure S4; Table S7.
expression negatively correlated with complex karyotype (Fig-

ure S3D). Similarly, we analyzed correlations of FLT3mutations,

WBC counts, EVI1 expression, and karyotype with gene expres-

sion using the TCGA (The Cancer Genome Atlas) dataset, and in

most cases we observed similar trends compared with PM pro-

tein expression (Figures S3A–S3D). Moreover, we screened all

50 identified PM proteins for correlations with multiple leuke-

mia-associated mutations affecting FLT3, RAS, NPM1,

DNMT3A, IDH1, IDH2, TP53, TET2, CEBPA, and Cohesin com-

plexes as described in the TCGA dataset, and various potentially

interesting correlations were observed (Table S3). For instance,

we observed that CD200 expression was strongly enhanced in

RUNX1 and DNMT3A mutated AMLs, while it was strongly

reduced in NPM1 mutated AMLs, and CD44 was upregulated

in IDH1/2 mutated AML. Finally, the expression of several
678 Cancer Cell 34, 674–689, October 8, 2018
of the leukemia-enriched PM proteins,

including MRC1, GPR114, IL1RAP,

SEMA4D, CD25, and IFNGR1, were good

predictors of disease progression indica-

tive for a worse clinical outcome (Figures

2D and S3E; Table S3) (Bagger et al.,

2016; Cancer Genome Atlas Research

Network, 2013), while high expression of

CD44 and CD99 predicted better survival

(Figure 2E).

The PM Proteome Informs the
Prospective Isolation of Genetically
Distinct AML Subclones
We next examined whether the expression

of PM markers within individual AML pa-

tients was indicative for the presence of

genetically distinct AML subclones. There-

fore, we measured expression of multiple

PM markers in separate tubes together

with an identical backbone in each tube,

which allowed merging of all data (for de-
tails, see the STAR Methods, Figure 3A) (Pedreira et al., 2008).

Subsequently, we performed a principal-component analysis

(PCA) using the expression of all validated PM markers to deter-

mine which were best in defining subpopulations.

Based on deep-exome sequencing data on the blast popula-

tion of AML patient samples, we selected four cases where

clonal heterogeneity was suspected (Table S7). Patient no. 1

had CEBPAinsC (0.46), NRAS35G>A (0.25), WT11384C>T (0.20),

FLT3-ITDins24bp (0.05), and IDH1395G>A (0.01) (VAFs are indicated

between brackets). PCA of our PM markers within the immature

CD34+ AML cells identified two populations that were best

discriminated by IL1RAP (Figure 3B). Cells were sorted into a

CD34+IL1RAP� and a CD34+IL1RAP+ fraction and targeted

sequencing on CEBPA, NRAS, and WT1 was performed. While

both clones contained CEBPAinsC founder mutation, only the
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Figure 4. Genetically Distinct AML Subclones Rely on Different Transcriptional Programs

(A) Schematic pedigree of identified subclones in patient no. 1.

(B) RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis of bulk CD34+ cells, CD34+IL1RAP+ cells (NRAS clone), and CD34+IL1RAP� cells (WT1 clone) from patient no. 1.

(legend continued on next page)
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CD34+IL1RAP+ clone contained NRAS35G>A, and only the

CD34+IL1RAP� clone contained WT11384C>T (Figures 3C

and 3D).

Patient no. 2 carriedDNMT3A2645G>A (0.50), IDH2419G>A (0.50),

RUNX1insCCTA (0.42), and FLT3-ITDins63bp (0.24). PCA identified

two populations that were best discriminated by CD25 expres-

sion (Figure 3E). Targeted sequencing was performed on

CD34+CD25+- and CD34+CD25–-sorted cell fractions, both con-

tained DNMT3A2645G>A and RUNX1insCCTA, but only the

CD34+CD25+ population contained aFLT3-ITDins63bp (Figure 3F).

Thus, DNMT3A2645G>A and RUNX1insCCTA were founder muta-

tions and the FLT3-ITDins63bp mutation developed in one sub-

clone (Figure 3G).

Patient no. 3 had DNMT3A2440G>T (0.50), NPM1dupTCTG (0.42),

WT1delC (0.27), and WT1dupTGTACCGT (0.09). In this case, PCA

identified CD82 as the best discriminating protein whereby the

CD82low subclone contained theWT1delC and the CD82high sub-

clone contained theWT1dupTGTACCGT (Figures S4A–S4C). Patient

no. 4 had DNMT3A2645G>A (0.46), IDH2419G>A (0.46),

NPM1insCCTG (0.33), NRAS183A>T (0.31), and NRAS38G>A (0.05).

Here, three distinct leukemia populations were identified, a

dominant clone defined by IL1RAP+CD45RA� with a heterozy-

gousNRAS183A>T but noNRAS38G>Amutation, a smaller popula-

tion defined by IL1RAP+CD45RA+ that was heavily enriched for

NRAS38G>A mutated cells, and a minor WT clone that did not

contain DNMT3A2645G>A or NPM1insCCTG (Figures S4D–S4F).

Together these data show that our defined surface marker panel

is able to identify and prospectively isolate genetically distinct

AML subclones.

Genetically Distinct AML Subclones Display Different
Transcriptional Programs
RNA sequencing on the bulk CD34+ population and on the sorted

NRAS and WT1 clones of patient no. 1 revealed striking differ-

ences in their gene expression patterns (Figures 4A and 4B).

GO analysis on the upregulated genes in the NRAS versus the

WT1 subclone revealed that the former was enriched for genes

involved in ‘‘programmed cell death,’’ ‘‘cellular response to

stress,’’ and inflammatory signatures, whereas the latter was en-

riched for genes involved in metabolic processes and ‘‘RNA pro-

cessing’’ (Figure 4C). Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA)

showed that the NRAS clone transcriptome was enriched for

gene sets involved in interleukin-6 (IL-6) production and LPS-

mediated signaling, while the WT1 clone transcriptome was en-

riched for gene sets includingWT1 targets and genes expressed

in primary CD34+ hematopoietic cells overexpressing NUP98-

HOXA9 (Figures 4D and S5A) (Kim et al., 2007; Takeda et al.,

2006). In addition, the NRAS clone transcriptome was enriched
(C and D) GO analysis on differentially expressed genes (C) and GSEA on a pre-

(E) Identified distal DHSs in the WT1 clone (1, green), both clones (2, black), and

(F) Presence of TF motifs AP-1, C/EBP, and GATA (color intensity indicates tag d

(G) Significantly enriched TF motifs in WT1 and NRAS clone-specific distal DHSs

(H) Schematic pedigree of identified subclones in patient no. 2.

(I) RNA-seq of bulk CD34+ cells, CD34+CD25+ (FLT3-ITD clone), and CD34+CD2

(J and K) GO analysis (J) and GSEA on a pre-ranked gene list (K) of FLT3-ITD an

(L) Identified distal DHSs in the FLT3-ITD clone (1, green), both clones (2, black),

(M) Presence of TF motifs E-box, CTCF, and GATA (color intensity indicates tag

(N) Significantly enriched TF motifs in FLT3-ITD and FLT3-WT clone-specific dis

See also Figure S5.
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for a granulocyte-macrophage progenitor (GMP) and a leukemic

GMP signature, in contrast to the WT1 clone transcriptome,

which was enriched for an LSC signature and for genes downre-

gulated in GMPs compared with HSCs (Figure S5A) (Eppert

et al., 2011; Krivtsov et al., 2013; Novershtern et al., 2011).

To assess whether differential gene expression was directed

by a different cistrome, we assessed the activity of cis-regulatory

elements such as enhancers and promoters, which exist as

DNase I hypersensitive sites (DHSs) in chromatin (Cockerill,

2011).We restricted our analysis to distal elements as differential

activity of distal DHSs correlates with cell differentiation (Corces

et al., 2016). While a large number of shared distal DHSs were

detected in both NRAS andWT1mutant clones (Figure 4E; group

2), our analysis also revealed subclone-specific DHSs (Figure 4E;

groups 1 and 3). Clone-specific DHSs correlated significantly

with gene expression levels as determined by GSEA analyses

(Figures 4E and S5B). WT1-specific DHSs were enrichment for

GATA motifs while NRAS-specific DHSs were enriched for

AP-1 and C/EBP motifs (Figures 4F and 4G). A GATA signature

has been suggested to be a hallmark for an immature leukemic

phenotype (Corces et al., 2016; Loke et al., 2017), which is in

line with the GO and GSEA analyses of the NRAS and WT1 tran-

scriptomes (Figures 4C, 4D, and S5A).

Subclone-specific gene expression patterns were also ob-

tained for patient no. 2 (Figures 4H and 4I). Genes upregulated

in the FLT3-ITD clone were enriched in processes related to

cell proliferation and cytokine signaling, while the transcriptome

of the FLT3-WT clone was enriched for GO terms such as ‘‘chro-

matin organization’’ and ‘‘histone modification’’ (Figure 4J).

GSEA confirmed the presence of a FLT3-ITD-specific gene

expression profile in the FLT3-ITD clone, but not in the FLT3-

WT clone, using two independent FLT3-ITD-associated gene

sets (Figures 4K and S5C) (Cauchy et al., 2015; Valk et al.,

2004). Moreover, the transcriptome of the FLT3-ITD clone was

clearly enriched for an MYC signature and STAT5 targets,

suggesting overlapping signaling pathways (Neff et al., 2012;

Wierenga et al., 2008), whereas that of the FLT3-WT clone was

enriched for genes up in primary CD34+ hematopoietic cells

with a RUNX1-RUNX1T1 fusion, an immature HSC signature,

and a hypoxia phenotype (Eppert et al., 2011; Tonks et al.,

2007; Wierenga et al., 2014). We also identified clone-specific

DHSs (Figure 4L, groups 1 and 3) and again found a strong cor-

relation between chromatin accessibility and gene expression

(Figure S5D). RUNX and ETS motifs were enriched in DHSs of

both clones, but GATA motifs were specifically enriched in the

FLT3-WT clone (Figures 4M and 4N), again reinforcing the notion

that these genetically distinct subclones differ in chromatin land-

scape and transcriptional regulation.
ranked gene list (D) of NRAS and WT1 clones.

the NRAS clone (3, red) correlated with fold change gene expression.

ensity) in all identified distal DHSs of patient no. 1.

.

5– (FLT3-WT clone) of patient no. 2.

d FLT3-WT clones.

and the FLT3-WT clone (3, red) correlated with fold change gene expression.

density) in all identified distal DHSs of patient no. 2.

tal DHSs.
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Figure 5. Digital Footprints of AML Subclones Reveals Differences in TF Occupancy

(A) DNAse I cleavage patterns in NRAS andWT1 clones predicted byWellington score. Upper strand cuts (red) and lower strand cuts (green) encapsulate footprint

(gap) centered in the middle of a 200-bp window.

(legend continued on next page)
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Patient no. 3 contained a WT1dupTGTACCGT clone and a

WT1delC clone that had clear differences in the DHS pattern (Fig-

ures S5E–S5G). DHSs specific for the WT1dupTGTACCGT clone

were enriched for AP-1 and RFX1 motifs, while those of the

WT1delC clone were enriched for CTCF binding motifs (Figures

S5E–S5G). In patient no. 4, no major differences in DHSs and

transcription factor (TF) motifs in subclones were identified, indi-

cating that the NRAS38G>A and NRAS183A>T mutations in the

different subclones have a similar impact on the cistrome (Fig-

ures S5H–S5J). Intriguingly, only CD45RA showed differential

expression within patient no. 4, whereas all other analyzed PM

markers were not different between the NRAS clones (data

not shown).

Finally, chromatin accessibility of all subclones of four

analyzed AMLs was compared directly by unsupervised clus-

tering analysis (Figure S5K). These data indicate that the com-

mon DHSs of individual AMLs (group 2 in Figures 4E, 4L, S5E,

and S5H) dominate in the clustering analysis over the sub-

clone-specific DHSs, most likely due to the impact of shared

founder mutations in each AML subclone.

AML Subclones Show Differential TF Occupancy and
Co-localization
To examine the actual TF binding, we performed digital footprint-

ing analysis from high-read depth DNase sequencing (DNase-

seq) data from subclones derived from patient nos. 1 and 2.

Using the Wellington algorithm (Piper et al., 2013), we defined

footprints recognizable by a black gap surrounded with upper

(red) and lower (green) strand DNase I cleavage sites, as visual-

ized in Figure 5A, indicating that this motif was protected from

DNase I digestion by the binding of a TF. In patient no. 1 we iden-

tified 3,602 specific footprints in the NRAS clone and 5,845 in the

WT1 clone (Figure 5A). For example, the IL1R1 (encoding the co-

receptor of IL1RAP) and the PKM loci, both of which were

upregulated in the NRAS clone, showed clear differences in TF

occupancy (Figures S6A and S6B). In line with the DHSmapping

results, NRAS-specific footprints were enriched for occupied

C/EBP and AP-1 binding motifs, while WT1motifs were enriched

for occupied GATA and NFY binding sites (Figure 5B). We next

evaluated TFs that were found in close proximity to each other,

suggestive for co-regulation of gene transcription. A motif co-

occurrence (bootstrapping) analysis was performed, which

produced a heatmap based on the Z score. A positive Z score

indicates that the number of times a set of TF binding motifs

occurs within 50 base pairs (bp) from each other is greater

than expected by random chance. C/EBP and AP-1 footprints

co-localized with high significance in the NRAS clone, whereas

GATA motifs co-localized with NFY motifs in the WT1 clone (Fig-
(B) Significantly enriched TF motifs of digital footprints specific for the NRAS or W

(C) Co-localization of NRAS or WT1 specific footprints within a 50-bp range of e

(D) DNAse I cleavage patterns in FLT3-ITD and FLT3-WT clones predicted by W

(E) Significantly enriched TF motifs of digital footprints specific for the FLT3-ITD

(F) Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq)-qPCR results of GATA

means ± SD of technical triplicates.

(G) Genome browser screenshots of DHSs and digital footprints of two loci with

(H) ChIP-seq-qPCR results of CEBPA binding to C/EBP footprints enriched in th

(I) Genome browser screenshots of DHSs and digital footprints of two loci with a

(J) Co-localization of FLT3-ITD- or FLT3-WT-specific footprints within a 50-bp ra

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, Student’s t test. See also Figure S6.
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ure 5C), suggesting that different TF combinations play a role in

regulating gene expression in the two clones.

Analysis of subclones of patient no. 2 identified 4,724 FLT3-

ITD-specific footprints enriched for RFX1, ATF1, and C/EBP

binding motifs and 4,094 FLT3-WT-specific footprints enriched

for GATA binding motifs (Figures 5D and 5E), with the MYCN

locus highlighted as an example (Figure S6C). For this patient,

we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation with GATA2 and

C/EBPA antibodies to validate digital footprint data and

confirmed binding of GATA2 in the FLT3-WT clone at GATA foot-

prints (Figures 5F and 5G) and CEBPA binding in the FLT3-ITD-

enriched C/EBP footprints (Figures 5H and 5I). Again, we

observed clear differences in TF co-localization between sub-

clones (Figure 5J). In the FLT3-ITD clone, multiple different TFs

bound in close proximity of each other, including RFX1, NF1,

AP-1, ATF1, and C/EBP, while the FLT3-WT clone was more

driven by GATA in complex with a variety of other TFs such as

MEIS1, ATF1, and AP-1. Taken together, our data demonstrate

that subclones isolated using PM markers consist of genetically

and epigenetically distinct entities that are regulated by different

transcriptional networks.

Genetically Distinct Subclones of Individual AML
Patients Display Functional Differences In Vivo and
In Vitro

To evaluate whether the differences in gene expression and

regulation in AML subclones impacted on cellular function, we

purified subclones and performed co-cultures in vitro with

mouse BM stromal MS5 cells and transplantation studies in vivo

in humanized niche scaffold mouse model (Antonelli et al., 2016;

Sontakke et al., 2016) (Figure 6A). The CD25+-sorted cells en-

grafted efficiently in 5 out of 5 injected mice, and mice were

sacrificed due to leukemia development after 161–225 days (Fig-

ure 6B). Scaffolds were enlarged, without dissemination of

leukemic cells into murine organs. Leukemic cells retrieved

from the scaffolds were 100% huCD45+, had an immature

blast-like appearance, and still contained the RUNX1dupCCTA

and DNMT3A2645G>A founder mutations and the FLT3-ITDins63bp

mutation (data not shown). In contrast, none of the mice injected

with the FLT3-WT clone (CD25–) developed a full-blown leuke-

mia within the time frame of the experiment (250 days) and

none of their scaffolds showed any signs of engraftment of hu-

man cells at the time of sacrifice (Figure 6B and data not shown).

In vitro, both subclones did expand, but with different kinetics

consistent with a higher proliferative capacity of FLT3-ITDins63bp

cells (Figure 6C). Importantly, mutation patterns in both sub-

clones remained stable over time (Figure 6D). We questioned

whether the presence of the FLT3-ITD clone would provide
T1 clone.

ach other using bootstrapping analysis (Z score).

ellington score.

or FLT3-WT clone.

2 binding to GATA footprints enriched in the FLT3-WT clone, data are shown as

a GATA motif.

e FLT3-ITD clone, data are shown as means ± SD of technical triplicates.

C/EBP motif.

nge of each other using bootstrapping analysis (Z score).
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Figure 6. In Vitro and In Vivo Characterization of Genetically Distinct AML Subclones

(A) Schematic representation of in vivo and in vitro analysis of FLT3-ITD and FLT3-WT clones of patient no. 2.

(B) Kaplan-Meier plot of indicated subclones injected in humanized niche scaffold NSG mice.

(legend continued on next page)
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necessary factors to sustain proliferation for the FLT3-WT clone,

but when in vitro cultures were initiated with bulk cells it was the

heterozygous FLT3-ITD clone that outcompeted the FLT3-WT

clone (Figure 6C and data not shown). These data suggest a sig-

nificant difference in AML aggressiveness and autonomous

growth between the subclones, or alternatively might indicate

different BM niche dependencies that might not be provided

for in the humanized niche xenograft or co-culture models.

The FLT3-WT clone showed smaller blasts, had lower reactive

oxygen species (ROS) levels and contained more cells within the

CD34+CD38– compartment compared with the FLT3-ITD clone

(Figures 6E and 6F). Immunohistochemical staining for CD25

on a BM biopsy at diagnosis from patient no. 2 revealed that

CD25+ cells predominantly located in the proximity of bone

trabeculae, whereas CD25– cells were frequently seen in the

central medullary cavities, where we observed apoptosis-

induced phagocytosis (Figure 6G). Similarly, BM biopsies of pa-

tient no. 5 and no. 6 revealed distinct CD25– and CD25+ areas

within their BM. Although further studies are required, these ob-

servations suggest that AML subclones may preferably home to

and expand in different areas in the BM microenvironment,

potentially favoring different extrinsic cues. Finally, when both

subclones of patient no. 2 were treated with AC-220, which is

known to preferentially act on FLT3-ITD-positive cells, only the

FLT3-ITD clone had reduced cell counts and increased

apoptosis (Figure 6H).

A similar picture was seen for patient no. 1. IL1RAP+-sorted

cells engrafted in three out of six injected mice (Figures 6I and

6J). Scaffolds were enlarged, with some dissemination of

leukemic cells to murine organs. Leukemic cells retrieved from

the scaffolds were 100% huCD45+ and also expressed CD33,

but were negative for CD19 and had an immature blast-like

appearance (data not shown). IL1RAP�-sorted cells engrafted

in two out of six mice (Figures 6I and 6J). Intriguingly, of the three

mice that gave engraftment from IL1RAP+ injected cells, only one

mouse actually harbored NRAS35G>A, and both mice that devel-

oped leukemia from IL1RAP� injected cells did not harbor

WT11384C>T. Instead, these other two mice, as well as the two

mice that engrafted with IL1RAP�-sorted cells, developed an

AML with CEBPAinsC and a FLT3-ITDins24bp (Figures 6K and 6L

and data not shown). The FLT3-ITD clone had been detected in

primary AML blasts of the patient, although with very low VAF
(C) Cumulative cell growth in vitro of CD34+ bulk cells, the FLT3-ITD clone and

independent experiments, data are shown as means ± SEM of technical duplica

(D) Targeted sequencing at day 15 of the MS5 co-cultures with FLT3-ITD and FL

(E) May-Gr€unwald-Giemsa-stained cytospins at day 0 (t = 0) and day 15 (t = 15)

(F) Flow cytometry analysis of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and CD38 express

(G) CD25 immunostaining on primary patient BMbiopsies. For each patient, CD25

control (black) in the bottom right corner.

(H) Relative cell counts and Annexin V/DAPI positivity after treatment of FLT3-ITD

biological duplicates.

(I) Schematic representation of in vivo and in vitro analysis of NRAS and WT1 clo

(J) Kaplan-Meier plot of indicated subclones injected in humanized niche scaffol

(K) Representative targeted Sanger sequencing results of engrafted IL1RAP+ and

(L) Schematic pedigree of clonal expansion in vivo of patient no. 1.

(M) Cumulative cell growth in vitro of theWT1 and NRAS clone onMS5 stroma. Re

means ± SEM of technical duplicates.

(N) Snapshots of MS5 co-cultures with NRAS or WT1 clone at day 12 of the co-c

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, Student’s t test. For Kaplan-Meier plots, p values were det
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(Table S7) and could not be detected within the injected

CD34+IL1RAP+ and CD34+IL1RAP� populations by Sanger

sequencing. FLT3-ITD-positive cells may display a proliferative

advantage in our humanized niche xenograft mouse model

thereby outcompeting FLT3-WT clones, indicating that clonal

drift is a phenomenon that needs to be addressed when using

xenograft mouse models to study human leukemias, in line with

published data (Antonelli et al., 2016; Klco et al., 2014; Wang

et al., 2017). In vitro, only theNRASclonewas able to significantly

expand inMS5BMstromal co-cultures (Figures 6Mand 6N). Tar-

geted sequencing at day 16 showed the persistence of

WT11384C>T and NRAS35G>A cells, and, in contrast to in vivo

data, no outgrowth of a FLT3-ITD clone was observed (data not

shown), indicating that clonal drift seen in vivo in xenograft

models is not necessarily similar to what is observed in vitro.

PM Marker Expression Can Be used to Longitudinally
Track Leukemic Clones
Genetically identical clones present at diagnosis escaping ther-

apy can drive disease relapse. Often changes in subclonal

composition are seen whereby new clones arise either as a

consequence of treatment or as of clones that were very small

at diagnosis preferentially outgrow in the relapsed patient, thus

requiring a different type of therapy that needs to be rapidly im-

plemented. We therefore assessed whether the expression dy-

namics of PM markers was indicative of the stability, subclonal

evolution, and selection of individual subclones. We studied

paired de novo versus relapse samples during extended treat-

ment regimes. In two out of four caseswe observed that aberrant

marker expression profile was largely stable in de novo and

relapse samples and correlated with a similar mutation profile.

In patient no. 7, 14 out of 18 evaluated PMmarkers were overex-

pressed at diagnosis compared with NBM (Figure 7A), of which

12 were also overexpressed in the relapse samples, while

expression of 2 markers changed. In patient no. 8, 9 out of 18

evaluated PM markers were overexpressed at diagnosis (Fig-

ure 7B), 3 of which showed a slight change in the relapse sample.

In two other cases we could clearly see changes in the LAP

pattern between the de novo and the relapse sample(s), which

coincided with changes in the clonal composition and the ge-

netic make-up of the relapsed disease. Figure 7C shows the

course of the disease of patient no. 3, in whom the de novo
the FLT3-WT clone on MS5 stroma. Representative growth curve of three

tes.

T3-WT plated clones.

of MS5 co-cultures with the FLT3-ITD and FLT3-WT clone.

ion within the FLT3-ITD and FTL3-WT clones.

expression is shownwithin theMNC fraction (red) comparedwith the unstained

and FLT3-WT clone with AC-220 for 48 hr. Data are shown as means ± SEM of

nes of patient no. 1.

d NSG mice.

IL1RAP� cells.

presentative growth curve of two independent experiments, data are shown as

ultures.

ermined using a Mantel-Cox. n.s., not significant.
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Figure 7. PM Marker Expression Can Be used to Longitudinally Track Leukemic Clones

(A–D) Timeline of disease progression including mutational profile (left) and expression of eight representative PM markers in de novo and relapse AML samples

and in an NBM control (right) in patient no. 7 (A), patient no. 8 (B), patient no. 3 (C), and patient no. 9 (D). NPM1 mut, NPM1 mutated AML.
AML clone was genetically different from the relapsing AML

clone. In this case, 14 out of 18 evaluated PMproteins were over-

expressed compared with NBM in both in the de novo and

relapse sample, 8 out of these 14 were differentially expressed

between the de novo and relapse sample. Figure 7D shows pa-
tient no. 9 who relapsed twice, the cell population of the first

relapse contained cells genetically similar to the de novo AML

clone but already harbored genetically distinct WT1 mutant

clones as well. Cells from the second relapse were genetically

completely different coinciding with 7 out of 18 evaluated
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markers being differentially expressed between the de novo and

second relapse sample. These data indicate that our panel of

markers can be used to track the appearance of genetically

altered leukemic clones over time, and can be used to robustly

identify longitudinal changes in clonal composition within indi-

vidual patients.

DISCUSSION

Weused a label-free proteome approach to identify 50 leukemia-

enriched PM markers, which includes both previously identified

PM markers (Bonardi et al., 2013; de Jonge et al., 2011; Perna

et al., 2017), such as CD123 (IL3RA) (Jordan et al., 2000), TIM3

(Kikushige et al., 2010), CD44 (Jin et al., 2006), CD96 (Hosen

et al., 2007), CD47 (Majeti et al., 2009), CD32 and CD25

(IL2RA) (Saito et al., 2010), CD99 (Chung et al., 2017), and

CLL1 (CLEC12A) (van Rhenen et al., 2007), as well as those

not previously reported. Several of them were good predictors

of disease progression, which will be useful for the identification

of (residual) leukemic cells in a diagnostic setting. We imple-

mented a panel of seven top candidate leukemia-enriched PM

markers in the UMCG routine diagnostics workflow for the diag-

nosis of AML and showed that a LAP could be detected in 94%

of the investigated cases. LAP-specific PM markers were also

found in relapse samples, and we are currently evaluating, in a

larger cohort of patients, whether these markers can detect min-

imal residual disease and predict relapse. We regard the identi-

fication of these markers as a major improvement of clinical

diagnosis.

Our combinatorial approach enables us to identify, sort, and

characterize genetically distinct subclones within individual pa-

tients. We demonstrate that the development of specific sub-

clones is not only accompanied by alterations in the genetic

make-up but also by extensive changes in the regulatory pheno-

type, which in some cases leads to the development of a more

aggressive type of AML requiring a different therapeutic

approach. This notion is best illustrated by our analysis of patient

no. 2 who acquired the FLT3-ITD mutation, which is a classical

secondary mutation with extremely poor prognosis (Patel et al.,

2012). We showed previously that this type of AML is associated

with a chromatin signature enriched in motifs for signaling induc-

ible TFs, such as AP-1 whereby FLT3-ITD signaling is required

for AP-1 binding in the genome (Cauchy et al., 2015). A similar

motif enrichment and footprint pattern is seen in the FLT3-ITD

subclone examined in this study, which has arisen from an

ancestral clone carrying three different mutations and displaying

a different cistrome. Highly potent second-generation inhibitors

for FLT3-ITD have recently been developed (Perl et al., 2017),

and to be able to rapidly diagnose the presence of FLT3-ITD con-

taining subclones will be essential for fast implementation of

treatment.

We find that upregulation of a number of identified leukemia-

associated PMmarkers predicts poor prognosis, many of which

have signaling activity and are likely to contribute to the patho-

genesis of AML.We find a correlation between CD25 (the IL-2 re-

ceptor a chain, encoded by IL2RA) and FLT3-ITD expression, in

line with published observations (Angelini et al., 2015; Cauchy

et al., 2015), indicating that the signaling environment in these

cells has been further reprogrammed. The activation of different
686 Cancer Cell 34, 674–689, October 8, 2018
growth factor receptors together with the FLT3-ITD is likely to be

the cause for the increased proliferative capacity of the FLT3-ITD

clone compared with the parental clone. IL1RAP expression was

suggested to be important for leukemic growth (Agerstam et al.,

2015; Askmyr et al., 2013; Barreyro et al., 2012). Recently,

IL1RAP was shown to heterodimerize with FLT3 or KIT, thereby

enhancing signaling via these pathways (Mitchell et al., 2018).

However, we observed that IL1RAP and FLT3 were only co-ex-

pressed in individual cells in a subset of AML cases, and that

IL1RAP expressionmost strongly correlated with CD97 (aG-pro-

tein-coupled receptor) and CD123 (IL-3 receptor alpha) expres-

sion. These data do suggest co-activation of multiple signaling

pathways, and it will be important to study co-expression of

such signaling molecules in further detail and determine how

their activation––and inhibition––impacts on leukemia develop-

ment and maintenance.

Effective AML therapy relies on the monitoring of clonal

complexity at the onset of disease as well as during treatment,

and ultimately on the clearance of all LSCs from potentially

multiple distinct subclones. To achieve this, the molecular

and cell biological characteristics of distinct AML subclones

will need to be investigated in detail in order to identify multiple

AML subtype- and subclone-specific drug vulnerabilities.

The current study provides a framework that will allow such

approaches. Our genome-wide characterization of subclonal

populations showed that they consist of cells of a different bio-

logical identity even when carrying similar founder mutation(s).

However, our DHS data also showed that subclones from indi-

vidual patients still clustered together compared with the other

polyclonal AMLs indicating the presence of specific pathways

shared between ancestral and subclones, a concept that could

also be therapeutically exploited. Challenges ahead include

studying correlations between specific somatic mutations and

expression of PM markers, the identification of PM marker

combinations that might aid in MRD detection, and ultimately

whether the subclone-specific PM marker expression profiles

described here will be useful to specifically guide (immune-)

therapy approaches to design truly personalized treatment

strategies.
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RRID:AB_314412

CD123-PECy7 Biolegend Cat# 306010

RRID:AB_493576

ITGA6-PE Biolegend Cat# 313612

RRID:AB_893373

ITGAE-PE Biolegend Cat# 350206

RRID:AB_10641843

TIM3-PE Biolegend Cat# 345006

RRID:AB_2116576

CD19-APC-Cy7 BD Biosciences Cat# 557791

RRID:AB_396873

CD22-APC BD Biosciences Cat# 340933

RRID:AB_400545

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

CD34-APC BD Biosciences Cat# 560940

RRID:AB_10563908

CD34-PerCP/PeCy5.5 BD Biosciences Cat# 347203

RRID:AB_400266

CD38-FITC BD Biosciences Cat# 555459

RRID:AB_395852

CD45-HV500 BD Biosciences Cat# 560777

RRID:AB_1937324

CD47-PE BD Biosciences Cat# 556046

RRID:AB_396317

FLT3-PE BD Biosciences Cat# 558996

RRID:AB_397175

ITGA5-PE BD Biosciences Cat# 555617

RRID:AB_395984

AnnexinV-APC BD Biosciences Cat# 550474

RRID: AB_2034024

CD7-APC Thermo Scientific Cat# 17-0079-42

RRID:AB_10671279

CD34-APC Thermo Scientific Cat# CD34-581-05

RRID:AB_2536501

CD56-PE Cytognos Cat# CYT-56PE

RRID:AB_2732847

CD117-PECy7 Beckman Coulter Cat# IM3698

RRID:AB_131184

Mouse monoclonal CD25 Leica Microsystems Cat# NCL-CD25-305

RRID: AB_563538

Anti-C/EBPa Santa Cruz Cat# A2814

Production discontinued

IgG from rabbit serum Sigma-Aldrich Cat# I8140

RRID: AB_1163661

Biological Samples

Mobilized CD34+ Peripheral Blood samples University Medical Center Groningen

Bone marrow samples University Medical Center Groningen

AML Patient samples University Medical Center Groningen

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase Thermo Scientific Cat# F-530L

DAPI Thermo Scientific Cat# D1306

CellROXTM Deep Red Reagent Thermo Scientific Cat# C10422

FcR blocking reagent Mylteni Biotech Cat# 130-059-901

Protein G Dynabeads Invitrogen Cat# 10004D

Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ 1.9mm Dr. Maisch GmbH Cat# r119.aq.

Dynabeads� Protein G Thermo Scientific Cat# 10003D

iQ SYBR Green Supermix Biorad Cat# 170-8887

Quizartinib (AC-220) MedChemExpress Cat# HY-13001

Deoxyribonuclease I (DNase I) Worthington-Biochem Cat# LS006328

Critical Commercial Assays

CD34 MicroBead Kit, human Miltenyi Biotech Cat# 130-046-703

NucleoSpin tissue kit Machery-Nagel Cat# 740952

RNeasy micro kit Qiagen Cat# 74004

QIAquick PCR purification kit Qiagen Cat# 28106

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

MicroPlex library preparation kit v2 Diagenode Cat# C05010013

QuantSeq 3’ mRNA-Seq FWD Kit Lexogen Cat# 015.24

Deposited data

Human: DNaseI-hypersensitive profiles This paper GSE117667

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

MS-5 cell line DSMZ Cat# ACC-441

RRID:CVCL_2128

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

NSG (NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid ll2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ) Centrale Dienst Proefdieren, UMCG

Oligonucleotides

gDNA primers for mutation detection This paper Table S8

ChIP-qPCR primers This paper Table S8

Software and Algorithms

MaxQuant v1.5.3.2 Cox and Mann, 2008 http://www.coxdocs.org/doku.php?id=

maxquant:start

MaxLFQ algorithm Cox et al., 2014

InfinicytTM 2.0 Cytognos www.infinicyt.com

FlowJo v10.0.6 TreeStar www.flowjo.com

Chromas Lite Technelysium Pty Ltd https://technelysium.com.au/wp/chromas/

Pybedtools Dale et al., 2011

Wellington algorithm Piper et al., 2015

Homer Heinz et al., 2010 http://homer.ucsd.edu/homer/motif/

motifDatabase.html

Java TreeView Saldanha, 2004 http://jtreeview.sourceforge.net/

Bowtie v2.3.1 Langmead and Salzberg, 2012 http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/

index.shtml

MACS v1.4.2 Zhang et al., 2008 http://liulab.dfci.harvard.edu/MACS/

R v3.2.3 www.r-project.org

Strand Avadis NGS v3.0 Strand NGS www.strand-ngs.com

David 6.8 Huang da et al., 2009 https://david.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp

GSEA 2.2.2 Broad institute https://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp

Prism 6 Graphpad www.graphpad.com

Coreldraw 2017 CorelTM www.coreldraw.com
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the LeadContact, Jan Jacob

Schuringa (j.j.schuringa@umcg.nl).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Patient Samples
PB and BM samples of AML patients, BM of patients that underwent hip surgery and PB from allogeneic donors were studied after

informed consent and protocol approval by the Medical Ethical Committee of the UMCG in accordance with the Declaration of Hel-

sinki. Mononuclear cells (MNCs) were isolated via ficoll separation and cryopreserved.

In Vitro Primary AML Co-cultures
MS5 cells were plated on gelatin coated culture flasks and expanded to form a confluent layer. Next, AML cells were plated in Gart-

ner’s medium consisting of aMEM (Thermo Scientific) supplemented with 12.5% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (Lonza), 12.5%

heat-inactivated horse serum (Invitrogen), 1% penicillin and streptomycin, 2mM glutamine (all from PAA Laboratories), 57.2 mM

b-mercaptoethanol (Merck Sharp & Dohme BV) and 1 mM hydrocortisone (Sigma-Aldrich) with the addition of 20 ng/mL G-SCF,
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N-Plate and IL-3. Co-cultures were grown at 37�C and 5% CO2 and demi-populated weekly to count and analyze the cells by

targeted sequencing, FACS and May-Gr€unwald-Giemsa (MGG) staining. Images of MGG stained cells were made with a DM3000

(Leica). Images of real-time co-cultures were made with a DMi1 (Leica).

In Vivo AML Subclone Analysis
Six weeks old female NSG (NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid ll2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ) mice were purchased from the Centrale Dienst Proefdieren (CDP)

breeding facility within the University Medical Center Groningen. Mouse experiments were performed in accordance with national

and institutional guidelines, and all experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University

of Groningen (IACUC-RuG). The humanized niche scaffold NSG mouse model was established as described previously (Antonelli

et al., 2016; Groen et al., 2012; Sontakke et al., 2016). AML subclones were sorted and 5x105-1.75x106 cells/scaffold were directly

injected into 2 out of 4 scaffolds. Human CD45+ levels were measured regularly in blood obtained by sub-mandibular bleeding and

mice were sacrificed when tumor volumes reached ethical limits or mice showed severe signs of illness. Cells from the humanized

scaffolds and mouse organs including BM, spleen and liver were isolated and analyzed for human PM protein expression by FACS.

Left over cells were cryopreserved and stored in liquid nitrogen.

METHOD DETAILS

Mass Spectrometry Sample Preparation
Cryopreserved MNC fractions of AML patients and PB from allogeneic donors were thawed, resuspended in newborn calf serum

(NCS) supplemented with DNase I (20 Units/mL), 4 mM MgSO4 and heparin (5 Units/mL) and incubated on 37�C for 15 minutes

(min). Next, CD34+ cells were isolated on the autoMACS using a magnetically activated cell-sorting progenitor kit (Miltenyi Biotech).

In case of NPM1 mutated AMLs with CD34 expression <1%, the blast fraction was used. After isolation, 5x106 cells were washed

twice with phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pelleted and snap frozen. At this stage, cells could be stored at -80�C, and could be

transported on dry ice between laboratories. Cell pellets were thawed on ice and lysed in 200 ml of ice-cold lysis buffer (8 M urea,

50 mM Tris, pH 8.2, 75 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM PMSF, 10 mM sodium fluoride, 10 mM b-glycerophosphate,

2.5 mM sodium orthovanadate, 50 ng/mL calyculin A, 10 mg/mL aprotinin, 10 mg/mL leupeptin and 1:100 (v/v) phosphatase inhibitor

cocktails 1 and 3 (Sigma-Aldrich)). After sonication, cell debris was sedimented by centrifugation and the protein concentration was

determined by a Bradford assay. Protein extracts (up to 200 mg of total protein each) were reduced (10 mMDTT, 30 min at room tem-

perature) and alkylated (55 mM iodoacetoamide for 30 min at room temperature) followed by in-solution digestion with endoprotei-

nase Lys-C and trypsin (Promega) as detailed before (Wandinger et al., 2016). Tryptic peptides were desalted using reversed-phase

100 mg C18 SepPak cartridges (Waters) and fractionated by high pH reversed phase chromatography on an ÄKTA explorer system

(GE Healthcare) as described previously (Tebbe et al., 2015). Collected peptide fractions were combined by concatenation to obtain

twelve final fractions per sample followed by peptide desalting and LC-MS/MS analysis (Tebbe et al., 2015).

Mass Spectrometry Analysis
All LC-MS/MS analyses were performed with an Easy nano LC II system (Thermo Fisher Scientific) coupled to an LTQ Orbitrap Velos

instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptide samples were loaded in solvent A (0.5% acetic acid) on a 20 cm fused silica column

(New Objective) packed in-house with reversed phase material (Reprosil-Pur C18-AQ, 1.9 mm, Dr. Maisch GmbH) at a flow rate of

500 nL/min. Bound peptides were eluted by a 2 h gradient from 10% to 60% of solvent B (80% acetonitrile, 5% DMSO, 0.5% acetic

acid) at a flow rate of 200 nL/min and sprayed directly into the mass spectrometer by applying a spray voltage of 2.2 kV using a nano-

electrospray ion source (Proxeon Biosystems). The mass spectrometer was operated in the data-dependent mode to automatically

switch betweenMSandMS/MS acquisition. For all MSmeasurements with the orbitrap detector a lock-mass ion from ambient air (m/

z 445.120024) was used to improve mass accuracy (Olsen andMacek, 2009). Full scans were acquired in the orbitrap mass analyzer

at a resolution R = 60,000 and a target value of 1,000,000 ions. The fifteen most intense ions detected in the MS scan were selected

for collision induced dissociation in the LTQ at a target value of 5000 ion counts. The resulting fragmentation spectra were also re-

corded in the linear ion trap. Ions that were once selected for data-dependent acquisition were dynamically excluded for 90 seconds

from further fragmentation. General used mass spectrometric settings were: no sheath and auxiliary gas flow; heated capillary tem-

perature, 240�C; normalized collision energy, 35% and an activation q = 0.25.

Mass Spectrometry Data Processing
All MS raw data files were collectively processed with the MaxQuant software (version 1.5.3.2)(Cox and Mann, 2008) using the

Andromeda search engine for false discovery rate (FDR) controlled peptide and protein identification and label-fee quantification

(LFQ) enabled by the MaxLFQ algorithm embedded in MaxQuant (Cox et al., 2014). Data were searched against the human

Swiss-Prot database (version: 05.2015) comprising 42,119 database entries and 245 frequently detected contaminants (such as

porcine trypsin, human keratins and Lys-C). Carbamidomethylation of cysteine was set as a fixed modification and oxidation of

methionine and N-terminal acetylation were allowed as variable modifications. The minimum required peptide length was seven

amino acids and up to two missed cleavages were allowed per peptide. The minimum required ratio count for protein quantification

was set to two unique or razor peptides. An FDR of 0.01 was selected for both protein and peptide identifications and a posterior error
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probability (PEP) below or equal to 0.1 for each peptide-to-spectral match was required. The match between runs option was

enabled for a time window of 0.5 min. Data was processed in 5 processing batches.

The proteingroups.txt output table of Maxquant was used to evaluate protein abundance. It was preprocessed by removing

reverse and contaminant database hits. Furthermore, LFQ intensities were log 10 transformed and normalized for variation between

processing batches by application of partial least square (PLS) based normalization. The latter was based on the assumption that the

differences of protein intensities between batches are caused by latent variables depending on the processing batches but are not

observable. First PLS analysis were performed to obtain the latent variables that summarize the effects of the experimental factors on

the protein intensities,

X =TPT +E
Y =UQT +F

where X is the matrix of the log LFQ intensities, Y is the indicator matrix of the processing batches, P and Q are orthogonal loading

matrices, and E and F are error terms. The decompositions of X and Y were performed such that the covariance between the score

matrices T and U were maximized. The latent variable T was then used in the linear regression model for each protein i:

Xi = Tci + e

If the regression vector ci is significantly different from 0 (a=0.05, F-test), the log LFQ intensities were corrected:

X�
i = Xi � Tci

FACS Analysis
A detailed list of the flow cytometry antibodies used can be found in the Key Resources Table. Leukemia-enriched PM proteins were

validated by flow cytometry. Cryopreserved MNC fractions of AML patients, PB from allogeneic donors and NBM samples were

thawed as described in the ‘‘mass spectrometry sample preparation’’ section. For PM protein validation, 1x107 MNCs were blocked

with human FcR blocking reagent (Miltenyi Biotech) for 5 min at 4�C. Subsequently, cells were incubated with CD34, CD38, CD45RA

and CD123, at 4�C for 30 min, subdivided in multiple tubes and stained at 4�C for 30 min with antibodies against different leukemia-

enriched PM proteins. In case of ROS staining, MNCs were incubated with primary antibodies and CellROX�Deep Red at 37�C for

30 min simultaneously according to manufacturer’s protocol (Thermo Scientific). Apoptosis was quantified with AnnexinV according

to manufacturer’s protocol (BD Biosciences). For cell sorting experiments, primary antibodies were added simultaneously and cells

were stained for 30 min at 4�C. In all FACS analyses described above, DAPI (Thermo Scientific) was used as viability stain. FACS

analysis in the diagnostic research lab was performed according to the Euroflow protocol (Kalina et al., 2012). Here, freshly obtained

whole BM aspirated samples were used. After ammonia lysis of the red cells, the isolated BM cells were FcR blocked with 50 mg/mL

human IgG (Sanquin) and incubated with different antibodies. After incubation, the cells were fixed with FACS lysing solution (BD

Biosciences) and washed twice in PBS before flow cytometric measurements. Fluorescence was measured on the MACSQuant

Analyzer 10 (Miltenyi Biotech) or in case of the routine diagnostics on the FACSCanto II TM flow cytometer (BD Biosciences). Cell

sorting was performed on a MoFlo XDP (Beckman Coulter). Data were analyzed using Flow Jo (Tree Star, Inc) and InfinicytTM

(Cytognos).

Infinicyt Analysis
Flow cytometry was performed as described in the ‘‘FACS analysis’’ section. In brief, leukemia-enriched PM protein expression was

measured in the PE-channel in separate tubes with identical backbone markers including anti-CD34-APC, anti-CD38-FITC, anti-

CD45RA-BV421, and anti-CD123-PECy7. Next, all fcs files were merged into 1 file based on the backbone markers, FSC-A and

SSC-A, with which expression of all leukemia-enriched PM proteins was determined for each single event, despite the fact they

were measured with the same fluorophore initially. Subsequently, the automated population separator (APS), a PCA, was used to

define subpopulations in the CD34+ cells (patient #1-3) or the viable MNC fraction (patient #4). Because fcs files where generated

in a logical scale, the negative visibility tool was used to visualize negative values. APS analyzes using PC1 and PC2 resulted in a

density plot with potential subpopulations and a list of PM proteins that were included in the analysis. The contribution of individual

PM protein to both PC1 and PC2 were determined separately in a scale from 0 to 100% and ranked from high to low. The best can-

didates were used to sort subpopulations from each AML.

Targeted Sequencing
Genomic DNA (gDNA) was isolated from pelleted cells (0.1-0.5x106 cells) with the NucleoSpin� Tissue kit according to manufac-

turer’s protocol (Machery-Nagel). gDNA concentration was measured with a NanodropTM spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific)

and a targeted PCR was performed on 50-100ng gDNA with Phusion High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase according to manufacturer’s

protocol (Thermo Scientific). Product size was confirmed on a polyacrylamide gel and subsequently sent for Sanger sequencing
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(Macrogen) with forward primers unless otherwise indicated. Sanger sequencing results were analyzed with Chromas Lite (Techne-

lysium Pty Ltd) and screenshots of chromatograms were plotted. Oligonucleotides used in this study are listed in Table S8.

RNA Sequencing
Total RNAwas isolated using the RNeasymicro kit (Qiagen) according tomanufacturer’s protocol. RNA quantity was examined using

the LabChip GX (Perkin Elmer) and RNA sequence libraries were generated using the QuantSeq 3’ mRNA-Seq FWD Kit (Lexogen)

according tomanufacturer’s protocol. cDNA fragments were sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq500 using default parameters (single

read). Bioinformatics were performed with the Strand Avadis NGS v3.0 software (Strand NGS) and sequence quality was examined

for GC-content, base quality and base composition using FASTQC and StrandNGS. Quantified reads were normalized using the R

package Bioconductor and aligned to build a human hg19 (UCSC) transcriptome. Ensembl (2014.01.02) was used as gene annota-

tion database. Reads that failed vendor QC, had an average quality score of less than 24, a mapping quality score below 50 or a

length less than 20 nucleotides were filtered out. GO-analysis was performed using David (Huang da et al., 2009). GSEA v2.2.2

on a pre-ranked gene list was performed with respect to MSigDB genesets C5 GO biological processes (version 6.0) or gene sets

generated from selected publications as shown in the relevant figures.

Genome-Wide Analysis of DNase I Hypersensitive Sites
DNase-seq analysis of cryo-preserved AML sampleswas performed by an adaptation of our previously described protocol for DNase

I digestion of permeabilized cells (Cauchy et al., 2015). Here we have added a modification that makes it possible to perform high

quality DNase-Seq analyses directly on cells snap-frozen in a freezing buffer consisting of 1.5 M sucrose, 60 mM KCl,

15 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2 and 10 mM Tris pH 7.4. Prior to freezing, 1 million purified cells were centrifuged in a cold 1.5 mL mi-

cro-centrifuge tube at �1500 x g for 1 min at 4�C. Cell pellets were resuspended at a concentration of 1x107 cells/mL in 100 mL

of freezing buffer at 0�C. Cells were then divided into three aliquots of 30 mL containing 300.000 cells each in cold 1.5 mL tubes,

and snap frozen on dry ice. At this stage, cells could be stored indefinitely at -80�C, and could be transported on dry ice between

laboratories. For each of the three tubes, cells were kept on dry ice until immediately before processing. Cells were thawed by equil-

ibrating in a bucket of water at 22�C for 2 min, before adding 120 mL of DNase I buffer consisting of 60 mM KCl, 15 mM NaCl and

5 mM MgCl2, equilibrated at 22�C. Each of the three digests was performed by adding 150 mL of DNase I buffer equilibrated at

22�C, containing 0.4% Nonidet P40 (or IGEPAL CA-630), 2 mM CaCl2, and either 1.5, 3, or 5 Units/mL of Worthington DPFF

DNase I. The permeabilized cells were digested for exactly 3 min at 22�C, with occasional tapping of the tubes to keep the cells

in suspension, and then lysed by addition of 300 mL of 0.3 M Na Acetate, 10 mM EDTA pH 7.4, 1% SDS and 1 mg/mL Proteinase

K. DNA was then purified, size-selected, and processed for DNA-seq with a MicroPlex library preparation kit v2 (Diagenode).

DNase I Sequencing Data Analysis
Reads were aligned to the hg 38 version of the human genome using Bowtie v2.3.1 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) with default pa-

rameters. Regions of enrichment that correspond to open chromatin (peaks) were identified with MACS v1.4.2 (Zhang et al., 2008)

using the parameters –keep-dup=all -w -S. Peaks were annotated to their closest gene using the anotatePeaks.pl function in Homer

(Heinz et al., 2010), and further annotated to the gene promoter if within 2kb of the transcription start site, and as distal peaks other-

wise. Promoter and distal peaks were treated separately in subsequent analyses.

DHS peak unions were constructed bymerging peaks that had summit positions within 200 bp of each other using themerge func-

tion in bedtools v2.25.0. A new summit position was defined for each merged peak as the mid-point between the original summit

positions, and this was used to define the DHS position for all downstream analyses. To identify shared and specific sets of peaks,

the average tag density was calculated in 400 bp windows centered on the peak summits with the annotatePeaks.pl function in

Homer, and using the wiggle files generated by MACS. Tag densities were normalized according to total tag count across all peaks,

and further log-transformed (using log2 tag-count + 1) in R v3.2.3. A DHSwas considered specific to a clone if it had a log fold-change

of at least 1 relative to the other clone in that patient. A de-novomotif search was carried out for each set of shared and specific DHSs

using the findMotifsGenome.pl function in Homer with the parameter -size 400.

DHS density plots were created by ranking peaks according to their log fold-change and retrieving the tag densities across a 2 kb

window centered on the peak summits. This was carried out using the annotatePeaks.pl function in Homer with the parameters -size

2000 -hist 10 -ghist and plotted using Java TreeView (Saldanha, 2004). For each DHS, the log fold-change of the gene expression for

the corresponding closest gene was plotted along the same coordinates, and visualized using Java TreeView.

Hierarchical clustering of DNase I data was carried out on the union of all peaks across all eight clones. The normalized, log-trans-

formed tag counts for these peaks were used to calculate Pearson correlation values for sequences from each pair of clones. These

correlation values were then converted to a distance (using 1 – Pearson correlation) and hierarchically clustered using average link-

age clustering in R. This was visualized as a heatmap using the pheatmap R package.

Digital Genomic Footprinting Analysis
Raw reads from high-depth DHS datasets were aligned and processed as described above. Digital genomic footprints were iden-

tified using the Wellington algorithm (Piper et al., 2015) with default parameters. A de-novo motif search was carried out within

the set of footprints that occurred within the clone specific DHS populations, as well as within those that occurred in the shared

DHSs. This was done using the findMotifsGenome.pl function in Homer with the parameter -size given. DNase I cut patterns for
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the clone specific footprints were calculated using the dnase_to_javatreeview.py function in Wellington, and plotted as a heatmap in

Java TreeView.

Motif Co-occurrence Clustering Analysis
Genomic co-ordinates for TF binding motifs were retrieved fromwithin the clone specific footprints using the annotatePeaks.pl func-

tion in Homer, and exported as BED files by using the -mbed option. This motif search was carried out using the pre-defined motif

matrices from the Homer database, andwas restricted only to thosemotifs that were found to be significantly enriched during the de-

novo motif search. Motif co-occurrence was then measured by counting the number of times that two motifs were within 50 bp of

each other, using the intersection_matrix function in pybedtools (Dale et al., 2011). Next, to assess the significance of this co-occur-

rence, we carried out a bootstrapping analysis whereby a set of footprints was randomly sampled with replacement from the total set

of footprints across both AML subclones. The motif co-occurrence was then counted in these footprints. This procedure was

repeated 1000 times, and resulted in a distribution of motif pair counts for each pair of TFs. The mean and standard deviations of

these distributions were used to calculate a z-score for eachmotif pair. The resulting z-score matrix was then hierarchically clustered

using complete linkage clustering of the Euclidean distances in R v3.2.3.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation
Sorted subclones were cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde for 10 min, after which the reactions were stopped with addition of

glycine at a final concentration of 125 mM. Cross-linked cells were lysed in SDS buffer (100 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.1,

5 mMEDTA pH 8.0, 0.02%NaN3 and 0.5%SDS) including phosphatase inhibitors PMSF (0.1 mM) and CLAP (Chymostatin, Leupep-

tin, Antipain and Pepstatin A, 1 mg/ml each) and subsequently snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80�C. ChIP was continued

by resuspension of cells in ice cold IP buffer (1 part SDS buffer, 0.5 parts Triton dilution buffer consisting of 100 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.6,

100 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 0.02% NaN3 and 5% Triton X-100) and sonication using a Bioruptor (Diagenode). Samples were

pre-cleared using Protein G Dynabeads (Invitrogen) for 15min at 4�C on a rotating platform. ChIP reactions were performed using the

following antibodies: anti-GATA2 (R&DSystems), anti-C/EBPa (Santa Cruz) and IgG (Sigma-Aldrich) following overnight incubation at

4�C on a rotating platform. The next day samples were incubated with Protein G Dynabeads for 3-4 hr at 4�C on a rotating platform

and subsequently beads were removed using a magnetic rack and washed with 3x Micelle buffer (150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-Cl pH

8.1, 5 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 65% sucrose (w/v), 0.02% NaN3, 1% Triton X-100, 0.2% SDS), 2x Buffer 500 (500 mM NaCl, 0.5 grams

deoxycholic acid, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1% Triton X-100, 0.02% NaN3), 2x LiCl detergent/solution (2.5 grams

deoxycholic acid, 1mMEDTA pH 8.0, 250mMLiCl, 0.5%NP-40, 10mMTris-Cl pH 8.0, 0.02%NaN3) and 1x TE buffer. After washing

beadswere resuspended in 1%SDS and 0.1MNaHCO3 for elution and reverse cross-linking of ChIP DNA, whichwas done overnight

at 65�C. Samples were treated with RNAse and Proteinase K and purified using QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen). ChIP effi-

ciencies were determined by qPCR with iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) on a CFX connect Thermocycler (Bio-Rad). ChIP effi-

ciencies were visualized as percentage of input.

Immunohistochemistry
Tissue sections were cut from formalin fixed embedded BM biopsies of AML patients at diagnosis. For CD25 staining, microwave

antigen retrieval was performed in 0.1 M Tris/HCl at pH 9.0. Monoclonal CD25 antibody (NCL-CD25-305, Novocastra) was used

at 1:50 dilution. Secondary and tertiary peroxidase conjugated antibodies were visualized by diaminobenzidine staining reaction.

AC-220 Treatment
Primary AMLs cells were sorted into subclones first and 3x105 cells were plated in duplicate in 2 mL of Gartner’s medium

as described in the ‘‘in vitro co-culture experiments’’ section with the addition of 20 ng/mL G-SCF, N-Plate and IL-3. AC-220

(MedChemExpress) was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and added in a range from 0 to 500 nM with a final concentration

of 1 mL DMSO/mL. Cells were treated for 48 hr, counted and analyzed for apoptosis by FACS as described in the ‘‘FACS analysis’’

section.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Mass spectrometry data analysis, related to Figure 1 and Table S2, was performed using the MaxQuant software as described in

more detail in the ‘‘Method details’’ section.

Significance of correlations of gene expression with mutation status of AML primary patients (TCGA dataset) related to Table S3

was determined by Student’s t.test using Excel software.

Statistical significance related to Figures 2 and S3was determined by Student’s t.test usingGraphpad Prism software. p values are

indicated in the Figure legends.

Statistical significance related to the DNase I Hypersensitive Site Mapping in Figures 4 and S5 and the Digital Footprinting in Fig-

ures 5 and S6 were determined using the R software (v3.2.3). Details are described in the ‘‘Method details’’ section under the relevant

subheadings.

Statistical differences in ChIP-qPCR results of distinct subclones related to Figure 5 were determined by Student’s t.test using

Graphpad Prism software. p values are indicated in the Figure legends.
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Number of mice used for Kaplan Meier plots of in vivo experiments are indicated in Figure 6. Statistical significance was calculated

using a Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test and p values are annotated in the relevant Kaplan Meier plots.

Primary AML growth curve analysis and the response to AC-220 of distinct subclones, both related to Figure 6, are annotated as

mean ± SEM. Statistical significance, if applicable, was determined by Student’s t.test using Graphpad Prism software and are

indicated in the Figure legends.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The accession number for the data reported in this paper is GSE117667 and can be accessed via the following link https://www.ncbi.

nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE117667.
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